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ABOUT US

MOLET is a sustainable and social  
design platform.

We are creative professionals 
who combine architecture, design, 
sustainability and practical education.  
We understand how smart, honest and 
shared design can change and improve  
the mood and well-being of individuals 
and communities.

As a business with three profit lines 
(ecological, social and financial) we  
believe there is another way to think  
about the spaces around us and offer 
solutions to environmental and social 
challenges through business activity.

Modulate Your Pallet: A modular, sustainable  
and conscious way of furnishing our environment. 

It's time to get back to your roots, take a moment out of 
you routine to Design and Do it Yourself. Our philosophy 
begins with the journey of Design Thinking and Mindful 
Making to create something that is one of a kind from 
upcycled wood pallets. 

Our projects are all about giving new life to materials 
and taking ownership of the positive cycle to rethink 
the spaces around us. We believe in honest, collaborative 
design, giving everyone the tools to make a positive social 
change and be a part of The Pallet Revolution.

MOLET is a call to action. 

Upcycle yourself. Upcycle your community.  
Upcycle your city. 

Let's make a difference together. 

MOLET IN SHORT
WHO WE ARE MANIFESTO
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TURNING THE REVOLUTION INTO REALITY

DDIY WORKSHOPS

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGNEDUCATION

design thinking
creativity back to basics

self expression

collaborations

co-design

upcycle your city

community projects

flexible
simple honest

functional

conscious design

modular

multidisciplinary

innovation

exploration

conscious material cycle

social impact

hands-on

fun

self confidence

process

problem solving

independence

life-time skills

patience

mindful making
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OUR IMPACT

environmental

social

economic

IMPACT SUMMARY

upcycled pallets

1,568

impact workshops

60

total workshops

598
online via zoom

21
hours of workshops

1,555
total participants

7,553

participants

1,290
NGOs

24
donated furniture

437

linear meters

20,384
wood weigh

28,224
saved trees (20 y.o.)

121

upcycled furniture

7,205

people directly benefited 
from our social projects

over 3,600

forestland preserved

2,461 m2

IMPACT SUMMARY
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OUR FUTURE

MOLET IMPACT REPORT 2021

We are aware that there is always potential for improvement. 
Here are the next objectives we'll strive to achieve: 

- help our participants become more aware of sustainability;

- increase the number of NGOs, municipalities, companies 
and educational institutions we collaborate with;

- emphasize on IMPACT workshops;

- create tools for collecting social data to improve  
our impact measurement;

- increase the number of partners who will provide  
us with discarded pallets;

- establish long-term partnerships and create impactful 
projects for a few specific NGOs;

- continue evaluating and finding ways to improve our  
internal management, operation, production and impact.

NEXT STEPS FOR 2022



Credits

go further: see full report here

Let's stay in touch!

impact@molet.org   |  Tal. +972.54.881.8148 
 
Ehud Kinnamon Street 32, Bat Yam, Israel

Director of Impact & Education 
Galia Schutz
 
Research & Writing  
Ari Liberson
Lila Bigio 
Anastasia Vasilyeva
 
Design  
Cau Naspitz

All numbers in this report were 
calculated according to averages 
and standards explained in this file.

Thank you!

https://www.molet.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Molet_ImpactReport-2021.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hVkoeiCTaegi2k1J82d7khEqjfyDeM0r/view?usp=sharing
https://www.molet.org/en/

https://www.facebook.com/MOLETproject/
https://www.instagram.com/molet_project/

https://vimeo.com/moletproject
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf2X97gu3MbFkCLiPLoijlA?view_as=subscriber

https://www.linkedin.com/company/molet-project/

